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“With every drop 
of water you drink, 
every breath you 
take, you’re 
connected to the sea. 
No matter where 
on Earth you live -

SYLVIA EARLE
American explorer
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I. Introduction

The goal of this document is to highlight a growing 
trend towards more sustainable, fair and ethical 
seafood consumption and how this is currently 
manifested in Europe, showcase existing seafood 
business initiatives that are moving in the right direc-
tion, and stress the need for a growing fair fisheries 
movement that will play a pivotal role in the transi-
tion towards a fair seafood market. 

This new fisheries economy must treasure what the 
oceans can offer while respecting their limits, supply 
the market with products that have an identity, link 
consumers with producers and the sea, have  the 
wellbeing of low impact fishers and their coastal 
communities at its core, and change the narrative 
of what is considered quality seafood and environ-
mentally-conscious seafood consumption. 

This vision comes at a time when the fisheries sec-
tor is in crisis. Greenpeace will turn this vision into 
action, calling other players in the sector to join 
forces and shape this much-needed transition 
together. 

We humans, on the other hand, do not seem 
to treat this valuable resource so fairly. Indus-
trial intensive fisheries deplete and overexploit 
the marine environment at worrying levels. We 
empty the sea of its fish, we destroy marine 
habitats and we pollute the marine environ-
ment, causing further marine destruction and 
deteriorating health of the sea. Unhealthy sea, 
unhealthy planet, unhealthy humans. We all 
lose.

The question is, can we all win? Can fisher-
ies benefit from the oceans without degrad-
ing them? Can we change this unfair human 
behavior before it is too late? Unfair for the 
planet, unfair for the seas, unfair for marine 
life, unfair for us and future generations.

We believe the answer is yes. That is why we would 
like to share our Roadmap for Fair Fisheries. A vision 
where fishers, coastal communities, seafood mar-
kets, governments and consumers create a new fair 
paradigm that will benefit the sea, the fish, the 
fishers, the market and our plates.   

The way we fish and consume seafood can 

contribute to ocean conservation, or it can 

undermine it. Oceans give us so much: oxy-

gen, water, food, recreation, energy, while 

also regulating the climate. Healthy oceans 

are vital for feeding a growing human popu-

lation in a volatile changing environment.

© Gavin Parsons / Greenpeace 
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2. A broken seafood market

•incentivizes the over-exploitation of our-
oceans and the destruction of marine 
habitats  2, 

•is pervaded by illegal, unregulated 
and unreported fishing 2,

•allows millions of tons of fish 
to be discarded 3,

•maintains subsidies to destructive fishing 
methods that are depleting many 
fish species 4,

•does not ensure decent working 
conditions on board vessels5, 

•deprives low impact fishers of their main 
source of income and livelihood6,

•prevents efforts to restore global fish stocks7, 

We chose the term fair fisheries and not sus-

tainable fisheries1 in order to stress the need 

to move towards a system that acknowledg-

es the interconnectivity of natural and human 

systems, seeing them not as competing or 

mutually exclusive forces, but as part of the 

same whole. We chose the term fair fisheries 

to highlight that a fair management of the 

ocean’s resources is also fair for low impact 

fishers and consumers. We chose the term 

fair fisheries to make it clear that we envision 

something different from the current domi-

nant seafood market, which: 

•perpetuates the increasing trend of 
overconsumption

•prevents consumers from making informed 
choices

•is based on long, complicated and 
non-transparent supply chains 

•provides space in the market for inadequate solu-
tions and misleading interpretations of what is good 
and responsible fish consumption.

Our current unsustainable model costs us a fortune. 
A World Bank report (2012) found that if we were to 
adopt more sustainable fisheries management, we 
would annually gain US$83 billion (€73.7 billion). In 
other words, if we continue with our current indus-
trial destructive fisheries model we lose these US$83 
billion (€73.7 billion),  which the World Bank calls 
sunken billions.  

“Sustainable fishing practices would pay for them-
selves many times over, and greatly improve the 

livelihoods of millions of people.” 
World Bank, 2017”8. 
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The current seafood system is trapped. On the one 
side fish stocks are already under heavy stress 
(globally 93% are fully fished or overfished)9, and on 
the other we seem undeterred on a path of increas-
ing catches. In addition, the current seafood market 
seems to be largely at peace with the fact that the 
fisheries sector is vulnerable to illegal, unreported 
and unregulated practices (IUU). IUU fishing is 
recognized as an environmental crime that has 
serious social, economic, labor and environmental 
implications.10 At the same time, the global market 
trades seafood in huge volumes and is pervaded 
with practices of fish laundering that mix IUU fish 
with legal catches,11 thus providing the necessary 
incentive for the perpetuation or even proliferation 
of IUU fishing.

Bycatch is another “side effect” of a fisheries sector 
that is set to increase volumes of seafood supplied 
to the market. The incidental capture, or bycatch, of 
mammals, seabirds, turtles, sharks and numerous 
other species is recognized as a major problem in 
many parts of the world. It includes non-target spe-
cies as well as targeted fish species that cannot be 
landed because they are, for instance, undersized. 
Bycatch is widely recognized as one of the most 
serious environmental impacts of modern commer-
cial fisheries.12

This highly intensive exploitation of the planet’s 
oceans is largely sustained due to huge state 
subsidies that support the industrial fishing sector, 
13,14 and allows them to fish seas that would other-
wise be unprofitable. Administered appropriately, 
subsidies can be an effective instrument in drawing 
down overcapacity,  but at worst subsidies hide and 
promote economic inefficiencies, lead to unsus-
tainable fishing and distort politics. The EU, Korea, 
Taiwan and China have been named as some of the 
worst offenders regarding bad fishing subsidies.15, 16, 

17, 18, 19 Some measures have been taken to address 
this, however significant progress still remains to be 
made.

Lack of monitoring, control and enforcement, cou-
pled with low profit margins and the resulting race 
to catch fish and seafood, often result in poor labor 
standards on board vessels and even in processing 
factories and aquaculture facilities on land. The poor 
state of fish stocks, the fact that many fleets are 
operating in a state of excess fishing capacity, and 
an increasing demand for cheap seafood in turn 
drive the race for fish, motivating companies to keep 
vessels at sea for longer and in more dangerous 
conditions. Workers can encounter a whole spec-
trum of issues, ranging from extremely low wages, 
inadequate sanitation, lack of safety equipment, 
lack of personal space and long working hours to 

documented cases of forced labor, human traffick-
ing and even murder at sea.20,21

This destructive system of fishing and use of global 
resources is the consequence of a highly indus-
trialized business model that is oriented towards 
feeding markets and not people. It threatens the 
livelihood of billions of people across the planet 
who depend on fish as their main source of protein, 
as well as the 120 million people directly engaged in 
fishery-related activities (fishing, processing, trad-
ing), 90% of whom are in the small-scale sector.22 
Only around 2% of all fishing vessels are industrial 
vessels, which range from between 24 meters to 
more than 100 meters in length and with a gross 
tonnage (GT) of more than 100. However, the catch-
ing power of this minority of industrialized vessels 
overwhelms that of the much greater number of 
smaller vessels.23

And while consumption of seafood continues to rise 
(with the average per capita consumption doubling 
in the last 60 years or so),24 consumers are not 
provided with enough information to make an 
informed choice regarding the seafood that ends 
up on their plate. Details of its origins, the fishing 
method used, whether it is from an unsustainable 
fishery, or even if it originates from illegal fishing, 
rarely if ever reach the supermarket aisle. This is 
evident even in the case of the EU, where a new la-
beling and traceability regulation entered into force 
in 2014, making it obligatory for any seafood sold in 
the market to be accompanied by a minimum set 
of information. However, the new law did little to 
ensure that the correct information is presented on 
labels. 

As consumer awareness grows, information gaps 
are being filled with private sustainable certifica-
tion initiatives. A recent report from the International 
Institute of Sustainable Development25 highlights that 
the production of certified seafood has grown fast 
over the last few decades. While there are benefits 
from such certification schemes, they have also 
received criticism for using weak standards, thus 
allowing the continuation of unsustainable prac-
tices and creating unfair competition for low impact 
fishers who cannot verify their products in the same 
way.  
The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC), which is the 
most established seafood eco-label on the mar-
ket, is the most prominent example. The MSC has 
certified destructive fishing gear, such as bottom 
trawlers, that have negative environmental im-
pacts on the sea benthic ecosystem. Moreover, the 
MSC is certifying fisheries that possibly derive fish 
from overexploited stocks, a practice that under no 
circumstances should be considered sustainable.26 

©  Kate Davison / Greenpeace 
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At the beginning of this year, a coalition of organiza-
tions sent an open letter to the CEO of MSC,27 mainly 
expressing concern about its plans to expand the 
number of certified fisheries and products to include 
20% of global fisheries’ catch by 2020 while so far 
“an increasing number of controversial fisheries 
have received MSC certification or have been re-
certified, despite the fact that these fisheries: catch 
thousands of vulnerable and endangered animals, 
routinely discard and waste excessive amounts of 
sea life as unwanted bycatch, irreversibly destroy 
vulnerable sea bottom habitats, continue to catch 
overfished species, and continue to use unsustain-
able, non-certified methods for much of their catch.”

With global seafood consumption steadily increas-
ing, seafood has become one of the world’s most 
heavily traded food commodities.28 Global supply 
chains are becoming more and more complicated 
and few supply chains are more complex and 
cryptic than those involving seafood. The difficulty 
of properly managing global seafood supply chains 
is accentuated by the high perishability of the prod-
uct, the great distance between decision-making 
regarding the use of fisheries and the fishing itself, 
and the difficulty of tracking individual seafood 
products.29

Though aquaculture is usually portrayed as an 
obvious solution to meet the increased demands 
for fish and seafood, while fish stocks around the 
world continue to collapse, the reality is quite dif-
ferent. Most aquaculture products are marketed as 
high quality and a solution to overfishing, however 
no mechanism exists that can ensure that products 
come from sustainable and fair aquaculture opera-
tions. On the contrary, many modern aquaculture 
practices are based on highly intensive and 
unsustainable production of a few popular species 
destined for high-value export markets. Rapid 
development and expansion of intensive aquacul-
ture for species such as salmon and shrimp has, for 
example, resulted in widespread degradation of the 
environment and displacement of coastal fishing 
and farming communities.30

In this call to action, we want to set the frame-
work of a fair fisheries economy that moves away 
from this dominant paradigm, paving the way for 
a sustainable future that is based on low impact 
fishing, on the collective management of common 
resources, on respecting coastal communities and 
the consumer, and on new consumption ethics 
based on quality rather than quantity. This change 
is already happening in the four corners of our 
world, led by low impact fishers, market pioneers 
and conscious consumers. Greenpeace wants to 
highlight these first changes and, together with 
a wide set of like-minded players, facilitate the 
transition to another way of doing business in the 
fisheries sector.

A Mediterranean case study of the broken
fisheries market 

How transparent is the market? Do consumers have 
all the information they need to make informed 
choices? Can low impact fishers compete with the 
current broken situation?

By examining some examples from Greece, Italy 
and Spain, it becomes obvious that the answer is 
no. Lack of transparency and controls, and weak 
or wrong labeling, expose the market to unsus-
tainable cheap seafood often from overexploited 
stocks. 

Our investigations have identified a widespread 
lack of compliance. Our research in Italy high-
lighted that only 21.4% of labels were correct, while 
in 78.6% of cases irregularities were discovered, 
especially regarding the fishing gear used and 
the detailed information on the catch area.31,32 The 
situation is the same in Greece33 and Spain, where 
Greenpeace’s research34 on the ground has shown 
the lack of transparency and mislabeling or lack 
of accurate information provided by retailers and 
fishmongers.

In all three countries, the lack of transparency and 
accurate information exposes consumers to prod-
ucts originating from unsustainable and IUU fish-
ing, or obtained in operations where workers have 
been mistreated at sea. 

In addition, new weak certification schemes mar-
keted as sustainable (mentioned earlier) compete 
with the low impact seafood from producers who 
lack strong ways of marketing their product. To meet 
consumer demand for quality and sustainability 
there is an evident rise of labels and certifications, 
often promoted as sustainable choices despite the 
fact that they cannot be considered reliable. Such an 
example of “green” labelling was revealed recently 
in Italy,35 where the MSC is currently certifying clams 
caught in the North Adriatic Sea with hydraulic 
dredges – one of the most destructive methods of 
fishing.

© Roger Grace / Greenpeace  
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More and more alternative business initiatives are 
popping up, giving hope for a paradigm shift 
towards fair fisheries. Alternative business models 
that are based on labor intensive and not capital 
intensive operations seeking infinite growth. In-
stead, they seek to create “a steady-state economic 
system that is in balance with earth’s limits”, as the 
WorldWatch Institute has put it fittingly while describ-
ing “degrowth” as the path to avoiding a planetary 
collapse.36

Alternative also means that they do not follow the 
business-as-usual linear patterns across the supply 
chain (see diagram below). Instead, they create new 
and simpler paths and avenues between players in 
the supply chain, often using innovative technologi-
cal solutions such as online and/or social media 
sales, or creating complementary community-
based activities, such as culinary workshops or 
tourist activities to support the main fishing activity.

Alternative means trustworthy, fully transparent 
and traceable; creating strong peer-to-peer rela-
tionships between fishers, retailers and consumers, 
either by enabling the direct contact of the fisher 
with the consumer, or through cooperative partner-
ships and online platforms providing all the neces-
sary and verifiable information to the end consumer.  

III. An emerging fisheries economy

Globally, there is a growing trend towards 
more sustainable, fair and ethical consump-
tion. This can be observed by the boom in the 
organic and fair trade food sector. This trend is 
not yet visible in seafood consumption, mainly 
due to a lack of consumer awareness and 
the lack of capacity, know how, organization 
and visibility of market players to drive such 
a movement. However, the market is on the 
brink of change due to increasing environ-
mental and health concerns from consumers, 
who are asking for healthy and quality food, 
aware that quality should be guaranteed from 
the first steps of the food chain and being 
ready to pay more for that, rewarding small-
scale producers who are trying to secure their 
livelihoods. At the same time, low impact fish-
ers are also aware that their role is vital for the 
conservation of the sea and marine resources 
and explore ways that this can be reflected in 
the end product.

“Though the problems 

of the world 

are increasingly complex,

the solutions remain 

embarrassingly 

simple.”

Bill Mollison, 

permaculture pioneer

Mapping 
the chain: 
long, short 
& direct sale37

© Lorenzo Moscia / Greenpeace
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In 2017, Greenpeace mapped existing initiatives in 
Europe that base their business on alternative mod-
els and are trying to facilitate this transition. 

This new emerging fisheries economy has spread to 
a big part of the continent, as we located 31 initia-
tives in 13 countries (Cyprus, Belgium, Denmark, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the UK). The majority 
of them (32%) are located in Spain. 29% have been 
set up by fishers’ associations/cooperatives, 38,7% 
by fishmongers, 6,5% by individual fishers, 19,3% by 
fishers setting up their own business, and 6,5% by 
NGOs. 

Certainly this first mapping cannot claim that it is yet 
comprehensive. Possibly there are more similar ini-
tiatives in Europe and of course the world, using dif-
ferent names and terms to distinguish themselves. 
A term that has gained momentum, becoming the 
focal point for a multitude of alternative business ini-
tiatives around the world, is Community-Supported 
Fisheries. It is inspired by the Community-Supported 
Agriculture movement, sharing its values of promot-
ing food sovereignty and justice, while reconnecting 
consumers with the origin of their food. 

Through our mapping we have identified a diversity 
of operations: a. single fishers selling directly to 
consumers (e.g. on board or at the port), b. fishers 
forming associations/cooperatives or setting up 
companies or alternative market schemes for sell-
ing directly to consumers, fishmongers and restau-
rants, using innovative apps for registering catches 
and informing consumers, c. in Spain alone, fisher 
associations (Cofradias) usually, representing pub-
licly the economic interests of fishers, also enabling 
the fishers to sell directly to consumers and retailers, 
d. middlemen/fishmongers connecting low impact 

We should not underestimate the new emerg-
ing models of collaborative economies based on 
technological innovations and the rising trend of 
peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, which have already 
started to facilitate the marketing of fair and sustain-
able fisheries through different online tools. 

a. Three European cases
In order to showcase these new emerging fisheries 
economies, we would like to present three initiatives 
from Spain, France and the UK, in order to provide a 
better insight into the emerging fair fisheries para-
digm.

Fresco y del mar, Spain, Galicia

“We are a company committed to our natural envi-
ronment, we believe that the best way to continue 
enjoying our excellent seafood and fish is to ensure 
its existence in the future, therefore the products that 
we commercialize come mostly from low impact 
fishing, which respects the marine environment. We 
believe in fair and responsible fishing as the only 
way to respect both the marine environment and the 
maintenance of traditional fishing activity, a centu-
ries old activity in Galicia.”

Fresco y del Mar is an online fishmonger that sells 
Galician seafood from low impact fisheries that 
respect the marine environment. Therefore, they 
avoid bottom trawling and other industrial destruc-
tive gear.

They buy at local fish markets in the area of Costa 
da Morte, where the low impact fleet is the most 
significant part of the fishing fleet, while they also 

fishers with consumers, restaurants, selling online, 
delivering to homes or in shops, e. NGOs acting as 
middlemen facilitating fishers’ initiatives such as box 
schemes or quality labels.

The main driving forces behind these initiatives are 
three factors. Firstly, low impact fishers, the first 
victims of a fisheries sector in crisis, seeking new 
alternative ways to secure their livelihoods and real-
izing the strength found in union.  

Secondly, increasing consumer demand for local, 
fresh, wild caught fish, based on health and taste 
motives, a willingness to try new products, a need 
to learn where their food comes from and a grow-
ing understanding of environmental concerns.38 
These consumers are aware that their demand 
should match what the sea can offer, and base their 
choices on quality rather than quantity. They want to 
become active players demanding more information 
on labels and traceability, and they do not hesitate 
to pay a fair price for the seafood they consume. 

The third important driving force is the middle 
market players who act as connectors between low 
impact fishers and consumers. This group can con-
sist of fishers’ associations39 and market stakehold-
ers (fishmongers, small retailers, restaurants, chefs), 
assisted by a fourth group not directly related to 
fishing activities, such as marine scientists, experts 
on fisheries and the marine environment, econo-
mists, business and technology experts, public 
authorities, consumer organizations and environ-
mental NGOs. They recognize the importance of 
the market and low impact fishers in the protection 
of the environment. In an increasingly connected 
world, this kind of partnerships allows their mem-
bers to draw conclusions from the successes around 
the world, and put them into action at the local level.

collaborate directly with some low impact fishers. 
Despite the fact that they buy at auctions where 
prices are volatile, they try to adjust their prices and 
ensure that the majority of the price paid by the final 
consumer goes to the fishermen. 

They promote less-known species and aim to 
increase the value of low impact fishing, and as a 
result the money received by low impact fishers. 
With this initiative they want to highlight the high 
quality and freshness of these sea products, while at 
the same time protect the sea and fish resources.

They sell directly to consumers and businesses 
(organic shops, restaurants) by using several online 
tools (webpage, blogs, social media apps). They 
value the opinion of their customers, seeking their 
feedback after each delivery, and they embrace 
transparency by informing their customers of differ-
ent gear, date of catch, capture area and species.  

Poiscaille, France, Paris

“Eat well, yes. At the expense of the planet, no!” 
“Directly, from the boat to the plate”
“Our network of fishermen is at the heart of our 
values”, Charles Guirriec, Co- Founder

Poiscaille is an online box scheme that connects 
100% low impact fishers from all around France with 
consumers. The goal of their initiative is to create 
a market where the fishers fish less and are paid 
more. They try to develop a sense of community 
with the fishers they collaborate with, by ensuring 
that they receive a fair price and steady income. 
Their fishers’ boats are under 12m, use static gear 
(long lines, static nets, traps), with max 3 people on 
board and minimum discards. 

© Markel Redondo  / Greenpeace © Giorgos Moutafis / Greenpeace 
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The relationship with their customers (consumers 
and restaurants) is based on trust, and they record 
consumers’ preferences and purchases in order to 
create a “shopping story” for each. Respecting what 
the sea offers and promoting less-known species is 
important for them, and they communicate this to 
their customers as well. They try to provide seafood 
while keeping a balance between those species 
considered cheap and expensive. They use online 
tools (web, email, social media) to promote their 
business.

Sole of Discretion, UK, Plymouth

“We are committed to procuring fish and shellfish 
that have been caught with as little damage to the 
marine environment as possible, have contributed 
to the livelihood of small-scale fishers and their com-
munities, and to get these high quality and delicious 
fish to your door”, Caroline Bennett, founder40

Sole of Discretion is a pioneering project started by 
the owner of a known London sushi restaurant,41 
who was concerned about the freshness of the 
product and decided to find a way to source it from 
non-destructive methods. They act as middlemen, 
who connect fishers with consumers through a box 
scheme. 

It is a Community Interest Enterprise, with some of 
the low impact fishers being shareholders. They 
support the notion of community ownership by pay-
ing the fishers an agreed price, and all profits go 
back to the coastal communities.

They are prioritising low impact fishers, boats less 
than 10m, using long lines and static nets. For flat 
fish they sometimes use lightweight medium bottom 
trawls. However, they monitor carefully this fishing 
method to ensure they minimize the impacts by 
choosing specific habitats and gear. Moreover, they 
bring scientists on board to monitor fishing and col-
lect data.42  .

Transparency and traceability of their products is 
very important, so they provide customers with a 
label with the name of the boat, the catch method 
and the name of the fish. 

They use alternative transport methods for their 
products such as trains from Plymouth harbor to 
London and/or couriers, although the last one is 
quite an expensive solution. They have also teamed 
up with a wider like-minded online business to pro-
mote their products, the Farmdrop.43

One of the challenges they face is keeping the 

demand side of their products and keeping prices 
fixed. In order to stabilize the supply side even when 
the weather is bad they sometimes freeze products. 
They do this on the condition that they always inform 
customers.

b.Insights for paving the future

Although the 31 initiatives mapped in Europe may 
seem like a drop in the ocean, the fact that most of 
them have been successful in setting a functional 
new market avenue is very encouraging. 

The key factors of success of the aforementioned 
initiatives can be summed up as follows: keep a 
fixed fair price for low impact fishers, ensure a short 
supply chain that works in a tight timeframe for 
the delivery of fresh seafood (24-48-72 hours from 
catch to clients). Create a strong two-way trust-
ing and transparent communication channel with 
clients/consumers (blogs, social media), keeping 
them updated in real time and receiving feedback, 
promote the consumption of less marketed and thus 
less known seafood, and diversify their activities 
by working for example not only with individual 
consumers but also with restaurants, chefs and the 
tourist industry.

The majority of the researched initiatives source their 
seafood products from 100% low impact fisheries. 
They are driven by a social, ecological and a fair 
trade philosophy, ensuring that low impact fishers 
receive a fair price as they are the ones who best 
take care of fish resources. They ensure traceabil-
ity and transparency. They know their fishers, they 
know their customers. 

They promote quality products, less known spe-
cies, locally caught. The price can sometimes be 
higher than the ones at the fishmongers, but their 
customers are informed and ready to pay more to 
contribute to keeping our seas healthy and fishing 
communities alive. It is worth mentioning that some 
of them try to have a holistic approach to doing 
business, exploring ways to minimize their ecologi-
cal footprint along different steps of the supply 
chain (reduce waste, reuse and recycle packaging, 
use low-power engines).

A great number of these initiatives use new tech-
nologies for communicating directly with their 
customers such as phone, email, web, social media 
and smartphone apps. These tools have proved very 
useful for promoting fresh seafood in real time, and 
also getting feedback from their customers. In addi-
tion, as fish catches are influenced by unpredictable 
factors such as the weather, keeping consumers 
informed is very important for not losing customers. 

A small percentage of the initiatives are run by a 
mix of stakeholders from different parts of the 
chain of custody. These initiatives seem to have an 
advantage: they connect the fishing community with 
professionals who have different expertise, give end 
consumers a more active role, and provide fishers 
with a fairer price. It is even more preferable when 
the team includes members with marketing and 
business experience. 

Some of these initiatives are trying to diversify their 
business: sell seafood, promote fishing tourism, sell 
other products from the area, organize consumer 
awareness programs, cooking workshops, fish festi-
vals, etc. This trend is allowing low impact fishing to 
become a development factor for a wider part of 
the coastal community. 

The main challenges they have faced and identified 
as areas for improvement are: 

•keep prices fixed for low impact fishers in a mar-
ket with volatile fish prices 

•good organization in order to ensure fish all year 
round. A solution found by the initiative Poiscaille 
in France is to work with low impact fishers from 
different regions and buy at auctions if there is not 
enough fish  

•better logistical organization for packaging that 
can be made by the fishers or fishmongers 

•better logistical organization for the delivery 
and transport of their products, either by investing 
in their own vehicles or by partnering with existing 
food delivery schemes such as organic food box 
schemes and other online retailers 

•seek funds to invest in a strong marketing strat-
egy and raise public awareness about fair sustain-
able fisheries

•invest to keep communications with consumers 
efficient and timely

•work directly with trustworthy low impact fishers 
instead of buying fish at auctions where fish prices 
are volatile

•seek support from public authorities 

•seek support from NGOs for their communication 
and advocacy power. 

It is obvious that these pioneering initiatives are 
taking the first steps in the right direction. Of course, 
they have a long way to go in order to become a 
tangible and truly sustainable solution to our current 
broken system. What is certain though is that they 
are breaking ground and setting the foundations of 
a new fair fisheries business model that will benefit 
all. 



Our recommendations for connecting these drops of 
initiatives in order to make them a vibrant ocean are 
the following: 

•From small-scale to low impact: small-scale fish-
ing does not necessarily mean low impact. Small-
scale fishers need to ensure best practices regard-
ing targeted species, gear selection, seasonality and 
fishing effort.

•Use their power: small-scale fishers are big in 
numbers and make up the majority of the fishing 
fleet. The more they join forces under community-
managed sustainable market initiatives, the more 
they can minimize their costs, increase their profits 
and benefits for their coastal communities, create 
jobs and contribute to the restoration of the marine 
environment and fish stocks. 

•Unite their voice: low impact fishers are often 
under-represented in decision-making processes. 
The example of Low Impact Fishers of Europe that 
represents fishers in the EU can be applied also at a 
more local level. The more united low impact fishers 
are, the more effectively they can demand fair treat-
ment by the authorities. Public authorities can sup-
port low impact fishers in many ways – by providing 
financial support, safeguarding their fishing rights 
and access to the common resources, implement-
ing correct labeling and fighting IUU fish products. 
Becoming a vibrant and strong cohesive force in the 
market will greatly assist in their self-organization 
and representation. 

•Connect and respect: fishmongers, progres-
sive retailers, and online shops and box schemes 
are crucial links between low impact fishers and 
consumers, between the sea and the land. They can 
play an active role in guaranteeing a transparent, 
fair and ethical chain of custody, from the sea to the 
plate. They can secure fair prices for low impact fish-
ers and consumers, implement appropriate labeling 
schemes, and help a fair fisheries model become a 
transformative power in the seafood sector.     

•Spread and share the word: the success and 
challenges of these initiatives need to spread 
widely in order to create a strong shift towards a 
fair fisheries market. The future of our oceans and 
our seas should be based on community-supported 
initiatives, and creative and innovative peer-to-peer 
partnerships. In order to replicate and multiply this 
trend, public and private funding should be invested 
in creating community-building platforms, market-
ing tools such as low impact fisheries community 
brands, workshops, scientific studies and analysis of 
their socio-economic and environmental benefits.  
    
•Use our voice: the emerging conscious seafood 
consumer has an important role to play in this fair 
fisheries paradigm shift by not accepting what 
the current system serves to his/her plate. Every 
time they go shopping they will demand the right 
information and full transparency from markets, 
restaurants, public authorities. They will use this 
information to make the right choice by supporting 
low impact fishers.

As a closing remark to this roadmap, it is fitting to 
mention that this transition is already coming to 
life across the planet through a wide movement of 
people and organizations fighting to change the 
way we produce and consume our food. Green-
peace recognizes their efforts and successes in 
establishing an alternative food system. With this 
Fair Fisheries Vision, Greenpeace wants to express 
its solidarity with them, stand by their side and invite 
them to explore together the pathway for a fair and 
sustainable future.
 
Any relevant stakeholder who is interested in play-
ing a transformative role in shaping a new fisheries 
economy together with Greenpeace can send an 
email to fair.fisheries@greenpeace.org

© Alessandro Gianni / Greenpeace  

© Lorenzo Moscia / Greenpeace © Constantinos Stathias / Greenpeace
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IV. Nourishing the transition to fair fisheries

Often we observe that when there is a crisis, 
the solutions come from the ground. The 
numbers speak for themselves. The fisheries 
sector is in crisis. Although progress has been 
made at policy level, the sea, the fish, and low 
impacts fishers cannot wait for their actual 
implementation. The latter have started mov-
ing forward and taking the initiative of setting 
an alternative way of doing business. 

Our Fair Fisheries Vision was inspired by the 
innovative market initiatives that already exist. 

•These fair fisheries market models clearly 
benefit low impact fishers´ livelihoods, and 
nourish the heartbeat of the traditions, culture 
and economy of coastal communities.

•They directly connect the fisher and sustain-
ably caught fish with the consumer in a fair 
and transparent way. 

•They create new collaborations, platforms 
and partnerships, under a common vision to 
conserve our seas, developing creative solu-
tions for the benefit of all relevant stakehold-
ers.

“Little Drops of water...make 

the mighty Ocean” 

Julia Carney, Little things poem
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V. ANNEX 
Fair Fisheries Initiatives* 
Greenpeace Research 2017

Pintafish,Leuven, Belgium
http://pintafish.eu

Zygi Fishermen Association. Zygi Island, Cyprus

Jammerbugt Boat Shop. The Co-operative Thorupstrand Costal 
Fishing Guild. Denmark
http://www.thorupstrandkystfiskerlaug.dk/en/

Akerfelts fisk, Finland 
http://www.akerfeltsfisk.fi/

Association des ligneurs de la pointe de Bretagne, France
http://pointe-de-bretagne.fr/

Poiscaille, Paris,  France
https://poiscaille.fr  

Fisch vom Kutter, Baltic Sea, Germany
http://www.fischvomkutter.de/englisch.html

Box of sea, Greenpeace, Athens, Greece
https://greenpeacegreece.org/kouti-thalassa/

Irish Islands Marine Resource Organisation, IIMRO, Ireland
http://www.iimro.org/

Associazione dei Pescatori di Pantelleria, Italy
https://www.facebook.com/Associazione-Pescatori-di-Pantelle-
ria-510109262516845/

Paolo il Pescatore - “La casa dei Pesci” Tuscany, Italy
http://www.paoloilpescatore.it/i-miei-progetti/
https://www.casadeipesci.it/

Cabaz do Mar,  Associaçαo Cultural e de Desenvolvimento de 
Pescadores e Moradores da Azenha do Mar, Portugal 
http://www.cabazdomar.pt/ 

Cabaz do Peixe  AAPCS- Associaçao de Armadores de Pesca Arte-
sanal do Centro e Sul, Portugal
http://www.cabazdopeixe.pt/

Peixe fresco- Fixe em Casa S.L. , Portugal
http://loja.peixefresco.com.pt/

27 percebeiros- Mar de Silleiro S.L, Pontevedra, Spain
http://mardesilleiro.com/27-percebeiros/

Artesans de Pesca Cooperative, A Coruna, Spain
http://www.artesansdapesca.com/

Cofradia de Pescadores de san Xosé de Cangas, Pontevedra, Spain
https://www.paxinasgalegas.es/cofradia-de-pescadores-san-xose-
185144em.html 

Del mar al plato, Pontevedra, Spain 
https://delmaralplato.es/nosotros/

El peix al plato, Barcelona, Spain
http://www.elpeixalplat.com/en/

Fresco y del Mar- Fair Fishery from Galicia S.L., Spain
https://frescoydelmar.com/

Lonxanet Directo, S.L., Spain 
http://www.fundacionlonxanet.org/lonxanet-directo/

Mariscos de Barallobre, A Coruna, Spain 
http://www.mariscosdebarallobre.com

Peix de custodia, Barcelona, Spain
http://www.canyonsdelmaresme.cat/peix-de-custodia-2/

Projecte Sepia S.C., Girona, Spain 
http://www.projectesepia.com/

Fisk online, Sveriges Yrkesfiskares Ekonomiska Förening, Sweden
http://www.fiskonline.se/hem.html 

Stockholm fish market, Stockholm, Sweden
https://sites.google.com/site/fiskefraemjandetstockholmslaen/home

Faircatch, London, United Kingdom
http://faircatch.co.uk

Fishbox, Scotland, United Kingdom
https://www.fishbox.co.uk

Pesky Fish, London, United Kingdom
http://www.peskyfish.co.uk/

Sole of Discretion, Plymouth, United Kingdom
http://www.soleofdiscretion.co.uk/

Soleshare, London, United Kingdom
http://www.soleshare.net/

*The identification of the initiatives was based on the following criteria:

•They support sustainable and fair fishery for at least 50% of their business 
as defined by L.I.F.E (Low Impact Fishers of Europe).

•They are / were successful initiatives, active for at least one year and a 
reference for other initiatives.

•They are initiatives from Greece, Italy, Spain, UK, and other countries from 
the European Union.
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